LA VEDA
Driving from Channel ports/crossings:
There are various north south routes but the best appears to be to be via the A28/A10,
Le Mans/Tours etc. If using Calais/Boulogne then follow the A16 south towards
Rouen and then take the A13 towards Caen before picking up the A28 about 20 miles
west of Rouen. If using Le Havre, Dieppe or Cherbourg then make your way to Caen
and pick up signs for the A28. Around Le Mans the A28 becomes the A10 but simply
follow the signs for Tours/Poitiers/Bordeaux. There are several toll sections on this
route around Euros 50 in all with the longest section on the A28 between the A13 and
Tours at Euros 31.
Leave the A10 at junction Echangeur de Poitiers Sud to pick up the N10 towards
Angouleme, just north of Angouleme take the N141 towards Limoges and after about
10 miles take the exit marked La Rochefoucart. Follow the signs into the town then
pick up the D13 towards Massignac/Lacs de Charente, this is a left turn at lights just
before the station. After a further 9 miles turn right signposted Le Lindois stay on this
road (D27) for about 1.75 miles, do not turn right into Le Lindois but stay on the road
for a further mile or so until you see a sign to Logeas(t) off to the right. Follow the
road into the hamlet of Logeas, La Veda is on the left hand side at a road junction in
the middle of the hamlet.
Driving from Limoges airport:
Leave the airport crossing over one roundabout and within a mile follow signs for
Angouleme. Pick up the N141 west and stay on this road for approximately 20 miles.
The bypass is finished now so you need to take the exit into Chabanais until you pick
up the old road through the town. At a small square in Chabanais turn left signed for
Lacs de Charente. Take the unsigned right turn on the opposite diagonal of the square.
Keep following the signs for the Lacs and eventually Massignac is signed.
At Massignac turn right onto the D13 towards La Rochefoucart, after approximately
1.5 miles turn left towards Le Lindois (not signposted) and then after about 1.5 miles
turn right onto the D27. After 0.7miles take the left turn marked Logeas(t). This is a
small low sign that looks like a sign for a house. Follow the road into the hamlet of
Logeas, La Veda is on the left hand side at a road junction in the middle of the hamlet.
Note, if using a satnav with Logeat, Le Lindois as the destination you may be taken
on a variety of other roads in the area and you may enter the hamlet from the East in
which case La Veda is on your right!!!!
Driving from Bordeaux airport:
On leaving the airport head for Bordeaux Centre until you get to the Rocade de
Bordeaux (the ring road). Basically you head south west around Bordeaux aiming for
Nantes/Paris/Angouleme. After crossing the river to the west of the city keep looking
for Angouleme and the A10. After about 20 miles on the Rocade at junction 30b, take
the N10 towards Angouleme. After about 55 miles take the exit on the N141 towards
Limoges and then follow the directions in the final paragraph for journeys from the
Channel ports above.
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